Central Anti-Virus-Management in the Cloud
Quick overview of multiple endpoints:
IKARUS anti.virus in the Cloud successfully
protects any number of PCs, laptops and servers
from viruses, malware and SPAM. An intuitive
web interface provides an optimal overview of all
devices, updates and threats: perfect for admins
and service partners!

Strong detection performance
with economical operation
Thanks to its easy installation, optimally pre-configured
default settings and an intuitive user-interface, your endpoints can be fully protected with just a few clicks. The
„Guard“ feature permanently monitors your devices in the
background and blocks threats and PUAs in real time, while the Anti-SPAM module protects against spam emails in
Microsoft Outlook. Thanks to automatic updates, automatic
scan intervals and a responsive quarantine for harmful or
suspicious files you are completely protected - without any
effort.
IKARUS anti.virus in the Cloud is optimized for maximum detection and protection performance as well as for
easy operation and low resource consumption. Flexible
licensing models and easy handling let you respond quickly and easily to changes in your IT structure, regardless
of the location of your devices. Take a look at the update
status of the program and databases at any time, receive notification of an infection, send suspicious files to the
IKARUS lab for further analysis and add new licenses in
just a few clicks.

Product highlights
Protection against viruses, SPAM and malware
Professional malware protection for any number of
devices in any number of locations
Incremental updates and regular system scans as
well as manual scanning capabilitiesn
”Guard“ feature for permanent proactive protection
against viruses, PUAs and SPAMM
Anti-SPAM feature for Microsoft Outlook incl.
individual Black/Whitelists
Quarantine features for immediate threat
neutralization
Dynamic virus analysis in multi-level manual and
automated procedures (behaviour analysis, exploit
detection and more)
Sending of suspicious files to the IKARUS lab for
further analysis

Control via Web interface
Intuitive web Interface for a quick overview of all
devices (regardless of location)
Current status display of the devices, databases and
licenses
Virus alerts and virus overview
Easy installation / uninstallation on devices

Enjoy the security by keeping track of your devices and
data anytime, anywhere!
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